Theories of dark energy require a screening mechanism to explain why the associated scalar fields do not mediate observable long range fifth forces. The archetype of this is the chameleon field. Here we show that individual atoms are too small to screen the chameleon field inside a large highvacuum chamber, and therefore can detect the field with high sensitivity. We derive new limits on the chameleon parameters from existing experiments, and show that most of the remaining chameleon parameter space is readily accessible using atom interferometry.
The growing expansion rate of the universe, and the uneven distribution of light and matter within it, all lead to the conclusion that most of the energy in the universe is 'dark energy' [1] . The nature and origin of this energy are not understood. Within quantum field theory, the natural explanation requires a new scalar field, but such a field should produce a new force. Laboratory and solar-system experiments show that any such 'fifth force' is far weaker than gravity [2] , suggesting in a simple Yukawa model that the underlying physics is at energies far above the Planck scale and impossible to incorporate into normal quantum field theory. This difficulty can only be avoided if the properties of the scalar field vary with environment. The archetype of this is the chameleon field [3] [4] [5] , which is screened -i.e. suppressed -in regions of high density and so goes undetected in fifth forces experiments on earth and in the solar system [4, 6] . This leaves the pressing question of how to test whether the chameleon fields actually exist. Here we show that individual atoms, though dense in the nucleus, are too small to screen the chameleon field inside a large enough high-vacuum chamber, and therefore can detect the field with high sensitivity. This allows us to derive new limits on the chameleon parameters from existing experiments to measure forces on atoms. We go on to show that most of the remaining parameter space is readily accessible using atom interferometry to measure the chameleon force. Our results show that there are already more constraints on chameleon scalar fields than previously thought and open a powerful route to search for dark energy in the laboratory.
For readers unfamiliar with the chameleon we collect together and re-derive the governing equations for the situations considered in this work in a number of appendices. We work in natural units where = c = 1. We use the (− + ++) metric signature.
The nature of dark energy is a central mystery in cosmology and is the thrust of major experimental activity, including the Dark Energy Survey [7] and the Euclid satellite, due to be launched in 2020 [8] . Chameleon theories are a significant target for these experiments. This letter concerns the possibility that chameleons may be detected first in a table-top experiment on earth using ultracold atoms. Although the chameleon field φ is properly described by relativistic quantum field theory, a simple relation describes its non-relativistic steady-state: [3] 
where ρ is the local density of matter, and we take c = = 1. Power laws other than 1/φ 2 are possible, but this is a representative choice that captures all the physics [6] . In a homogeneous region, ∇ 2 φ = 0 and the equilibrium vacuum value of the scalar field is φ eq = (Λ 5 M/ρ) 1/2 . Thus, the field is suppressed in regions of high density, and hence the force between particles -being related to the gradient of this field -is also suppressed, making it difficult to detect near objects such as stars, planets, and laboratory test masses.
There are two coupling constants: Λ sets the strength of the self interaction, and M controls the coupling between the chameleon and matter. Through the connection to dark energy and the increasing expansion rate of the universe, Λ is expected to be of order 1 meV [9], while Casimir force measurements indicate Λ < 100 meV [6, 10, 11] . Given these constraints we take 10 −2 meV < Λ < 10 +2 meV as our range of plausible values. In comparison with this, M is very poorly constrained. A lower bound of 10 4 GeV is obtained from the measured 1s-2s interval in hydrogen [12] . For the upper bound we take the reduced Planck mass M P 2 × 10 18 GeV, motivated by laboratory and astrophysical tests of gravity [6, 10, 11, 13] , and by the lack of clarity about physics above the Planck scale. In Fig. 1 we display this enormous area of parameter space that remains available to the chameleon. The possibility of coupling the chameleon to photons has also been explored [14, 15] , but this does not provide direct information about either Λ or M . Other terrestrial, astrophysical and cosmological tests of gravity do not restrict the parameter space further, because of systematic uncertainties and the efficacy of the screening mechanism.
Consider φ in a typical vacuum chamber, with stainless steel walls a few mm thick, assumed spherical (for simplicity) with radius L. The chameleon field rises from near zero at the dense walls to a high value φ bg in the tenuous gas at the centre. If the chamber is large enough φ bg reaches the equilibrium value φ eq , while for small chambers φ bg has a showing the value of φ bg , the chameleon field at the centre of a spherical vacuum chamber, as a function of Λ and M , the two parameters that characterise the field. The chamber has a radius of 10 cm and contains 10 −10 Torr of hydrogen. In the bottom left corner φ bg reaches the equilibrium value (Λ 5 M/ρ) 1/2 , while above the dogleg, φ bg is limited by the finite size of the chamber to the lower value (8Λ 5 L 2 /π 2 ) 1/3 , which is independent of M . The attraction between two bodies inside the vacuum depends on the the screening factors λ, given in Eq.(3). Above the dashed line, λ = 1 for a caesium atom, and the force is unscreened by the atom. The dotted line is for a lithium atom. Other atoms that one might use are intermediate between these extremes. lower value of (8Λ 5 L 2 /π 2 ) 1/3 (see Appendix C). Figure 1 plots φ bg versus Λ and M for a 10 cm-radius chamber with 10 −10 Torr of residual hydrogen gas pressure -typical of the chambers used in cold atom experiments. In the bottom left corner of Fig. 1 , φ bg → φ eq and so depends on both Λ and M , while φ bg elsewhere is independent of M , being limited by the size of the chamber. Now, let us place a source object A and a test object B near the middle of the chamber, both being small compared with the chamber. As shown in Appendix B, the force between uniform spheres, due to the combined effect of gravity and the chameleon field, is [16] 
where G is Newton's constant, M A and M B are the masses of the two objects, r is the distance between their centres of mass, and M P = 1/ √ 8πG is the reduced Planck mass. The coefficients λ A and λ B indicate how strongly the chameleon field is screened by each object. These parameters are given by:
where ρ i and R i are the density and radius respectively of object i. When ρ i R 2 i > 3M φ bg , the field is suppressed inside the body, except for a thin shell near the surface, and hence the force is reduced compared with gravity. When ρ i R 2 i < 3M φ bg , the field remains essentially unsuppressed, even at the centre of the body, and λ → 1. We note that, when λ B = 1, the chameleon force on object B takes the simple form − . The atom and sphere are placed centrally in a 10 cm-radius vacuum chamber containing 10 −10 Torr of hydrogen (as for Fig. 1 ). The Λ − M area above the heavy solid line will be excluded by a first atom interferometer experiment measuring 10 −6 g. With modest attention to systematic errors this can move down to the heavy dashed line. For Λ ≥ 10 meV, atom interferometry could sense chameleon physics up to the Planck mass MP . We calculate that measurements on atoms and neutrons near surfaces already exclude the top-left corner, as indicated by the light-weight lines. (a) deflection of Rb atoms by a cylinder [19, 20] . (b) Deflection of Na atoms between parallel plates [22] . (c) Energy gradient for Rb atoms near a surface [24] . (d) Frequency shift of harmonically trapped Rb atoms near a plane surface [25] . (e) Energy shift of neutrons bouncing between plane surfaces [26] . All of these contours have a sloping region at high values of M/Mp, where the atom/neutron is unshielded, and a flat, M -insensitive region where the shielding factor λB falls below unity. Note the accelerations in the contour plot relate to the proposed interferometry experiment, not to the accelerations of the atoms and neutrons in experiments (a -e).
background density. The resulting double suppression of the force is so strong that the bounds imposed by experiment are not stringent. Our central point is that one can achieve λ B = 1 using an atom in high vacuum, where ρ B R 2 B can be small, compared with M φ bg . The acceleration towards a macroscopic test mass is then only singly suppressed, and atom interferometry is easily able to detect it. By considering the quantity ρ B R 2 B , one finds that λ B for the atom is determined by the nuclear density and radius, with screening by the electron cloud being insignificant in comparison. Above the dashed line in Fig. 1 , λ B = 1 for a caesium atom. The dotted line is for lithium atoms.
Atoms in high vacuum have already been used to measure gravitational forces with high precision, e.g. [17, 18] , but with source masses that are outside the vacuum chamber. Because of the intervening vacuum wall, the chameleon field within the chamber is essentially unaffected by the external source, in close analogy with Faraday shielding in electrostatics, as we discuss more fully in Appendix D. Consequently, these experiments place no useful constraints on the chameleon parameters.
By contrast, measurements of the van der Waals force on individual alkali atoms have used macroscopic sources inside the vacuum [19] [20] [21] . An atomic beam was fired tangentially to a 1-inch-diameter cylinder and the force was deduced from the deflection of the beam. We show in Appendix A that this geometry gives a 1/r chameleon force, rather than the 1/r 2 of Eq. (2), but otherwise the formula is very similar. On modelling the experiment, we find an upper limit of 500 g (normalised to the acceleration g of free fall on earth) on the possible extra acceleration of atoms at the surface of the cylinder due a chameleon force. This excludes the Λ − M parameter space above the dotted white line a in the top left corner of Fig. 2 . Ref. [22] measured the transmission of sodium atoms flying through the gap between parallel plates 0.7 − 7 µm apart, a structure for which the scalar field has recently been calculated [23] . The measurement agrees with calculations that assume only the Casimir-Polder force, allowing us to exclude the region above line b. A Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of trapped atoms placed 130 µm from an atom chip [24] confirmed the acceleration due to gravity with a 2 σ uncertainty of 3 m/s 2 . Taking this as the upper limit on the chameleon force, we obtain the dot-dashed blue line c. We find that line d marks the region excluded by measurements of the oscillation frequency of a rubidium BEC trapped 6 − 9 µm from a surface, which confirm the Casimir-Polder force gradient [25] . Line e is the boundary we calculate from the recent vibrational spectroscopy of neutrons bouncing on a surface [26] . All of these contours have a sloping region at high values of M/M p , where the atom/neutron is unshielded, and a flat, M -insensitive region where the shielding factor λ B falls below unity. In our analysis of the limits from the neutron experiment, we differ from Jenke et al. [26] because we take into account the weakening of the force when λ B < 1. This renders the experiment insensitive to to the chameleon fields having Λ < 4 meV. In several of these experiments, including Ref. [26] , the atom or neutron is trapped in a quantum state having uncertain position. This does not alter the shielding factor λ B because the size of the particle remains well defined even when the centre of mass position of the particle is uncertain. A particle stays within a region of size R B for a time of order R B /v, where v is the velocity of the corresponding classical trajectory, this will typically be v ∼ 1 cm s −1 . For comparison the chameleon field adapts to the arrival of a particle on the shorter timescale τ ∼ 1/m min (ρ), where m min is the mass of the fluctuations about the minimum of the potential and is given by Equation (A7). Therefore the chameleon field adapts immediately to the arrival of a particle which is then screened, or not, as if it were static. This is discussed further in Appendix E.
It will be much more sensitive to measure the chameleon force by interferometry of atoms in free fall. For example, Raman interferometry [27] uses a pair of counter-propagating laser beams, pulsed on three times, to split the atomic wavefunction, imprint a phase difference, and recombine the wavefunction. The output signal of the interferometer is proportional to cos 2 ϕ, with ϕ = (
, where k 1,2 are the wavevectors of the two laser beams, T is the time interval between pulses, and a is the acceleration of the atom. We propose that rubidium atoms be cooled and launched in a small fountain, so that they stay within a 5 mm region near a cm-sized solid mass over an interval of 60 ms, allowing T = 30 ms between laser pulses. With the 780 nm laser wavelength appropriate for rubidium, a 10 −6 g change of acceleration along the laser beams produces a 1 7 radian change in the interferometer phase ϕ. A shift as large as this will be evident even in an interferometer of very modest signal-to-noise ratio. Our proposal is to move the source mass from one side of the atom cloud to the other and look for such a shift due to the chameleon field. We have considered a range of systematic errors that could arise when the source mass is moved. The changes due to normal gravity, the Stark effect and the Zeeman effect are all negligible at this level, as are phase shifts due to scattered light and movement of the Raman beams. These systematic errors will start to limit the sensitivity to chameleon acceleration at the level of 10 −9 g, as will the optical phase noise and atomic shot noise in the experiment. Such a measurement can explore the whole range of parameters above the heavy dashed line in Fig. 2 , and therefore gives access to new physics up to very high energy. For Λ ≥ 10 meV, atom interferometry should be able to detect chameleon physics right up to the Planck mass M P . Although we have focussed here on the chameleon, we expect much the same sensitivity to any scalar field whose screening has similar phenomenology, for example, the symmetron [28] .
In summary, we have calculated the chameleon force on an atom in a vacuum chamber. We have shown that external sources are shielded by the vacuum envelope, but that a force can be produced using a cm-sized source mass inside. We find that individual atoms can sense the chameleon field without screening it and are consequently very sensitive detectors of the field. We use our results to impose new limits on the chameleon parameters, derived from existing force measurements on atoms and neutrons, and we show that most of the open chameleon parameter space is within experimental reach using current methods of atom interferometry.
Where g µν is the space-time metric and R the associated Ricci curvature. V (φ) is the chameleon potential and
is the matter action. Matter fields, ψ (m) move on geodesics of the conformally rescaled metricg µν = Ω −2 (φ)g µν and the function Ω(φ) determines the coupling between the scalar and matter fields. The scalar equation of motion that results from the action in equation (A1) is
Where
is the energy momentum tensor of the matter fields. For the situations considered in this letter it is sufficient to approximate matter distributions as perfect fluids with density ρ and pressure
where
M P is the reduced Planck mass: M 2 P = 1/(8πG), and we will assume that the energy scale M is constant. Equation (A3) can be interpreted as the chameleon moving in a density-dependent potential:
We specialise to a common choice of the bare chameleon potential, V (φ) = Λ 5 /φ. The minimum of the corresponding effective potential, and the mass of fluctuations around this minimum are therefore:
The sources for the chameleon field that we study in this work are spherically symmetric and of constant density, therefore in the chameleon equation of motion the source term is
where ρ A and R A are respectively the density and radius of the source (which therefore has mass M A = (4/3)πρ A R 3 A ). In addition, Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function, and ρ bg is the density of the background environment surrounding the ball. We assume that this environment has constant density and extends to infinity.
We now solve the equation of motion for the chameleon in a piecewise manner, by making appropriate approximations to the chameleon effective potential. Far away from the source the scalar field will be close to its background value φ bg . The contribution of the effective potential to the equation of motion is then well approximated by the mass term arising from a harmonic expansion of the potential
Solutions to the equation of motion are:
and the field profile must decay at infinity, implying β = 0. Inside the source ball, where the high density ρ A moves the minimum of the effective potential to a lower field value φ A ≡ φ min (ρ A ), there are two possible types of solution: In the first case, the field φ decreases inside the ball, but remains everywhere greater than φ A . In this regime, which we call weakly perturbing, the effective chameleon potential equation (A5), is well approximated within the ball by V eff ≈ (φ/M )ρ A and we can solve the equation of motion, equation (A3), to find
For this solution to be valid everywhere inside the ball it must be regular at the origin so we set C = 0. Matching φ and φ at r = R A between equations (A10) and (A11) gives
Both of these expressions have been simplified by taking m bg R A 1. For the experiments we are considering here, R A ∼ 1 cm and ρ bg corresponds to a good vacuum, making this approximation valid over almost all the relevant values of the parameters Λ and M . The weak perturbation is valid in the domain:
In the second type of solution, which we call strongly perturbing, the field inside the ball reaches φ A . If this happens anywhere, it will happen near the centre, let us say within a radius S. There, we can treat the effective potential, equation (A5), as harmonic:
2 , where m A ≡ m min (ρ A ). Then the solution to equation (A3) within r < S is
We want the solution to be regular at the origin and thus require F = 0. The leading anharmonic correction to this potential is −(1/2)m 2 A (φ − φ A ) 3 /φ A , so the harmonic approximation is valid as long as φ − φ A φ A . Thus S is a radius such that φ(S) = φ A (1 + ), where < 1 is a suitably chosen constant. In the region S < r < R A , we can approximate the effective potential by the density term alone and therefore the field will have the form given by equation (A11). Now we sew all these pieces together, matching φ and φ at r = S to find the constants C and D, then matching φ and φ again at r = R A determines the constant α and the radius S. The result is
and
We have made two approximations here: The first is m bg R A 1, the same approximation that we made in the case of the weakly perturbing ball. The second is φ bg φ A , which is well justified here because we are considering a ball of solid material surrounded by a vacuum. The scalar field has the strongly perturbed profile provided 0 ≤ S ≤ R A , which is equivalent to
Khoury and Weltman [4] called this the thin-shell regime because the value of the scalar field drops from φ bg to φ A over a thin region near the surface of the ball. We find it convenient to write the scalar field outside the ball in a universal form for both weakly and strongly perturbing objects:
The parameter λ A determines how responsive the chameleon field is to the object.
The chameleon field pulls a point test particle towards the spherical test mass with acceleration
This may be compared with the usual (Newtonian) gravitational acceleration, a N = GM A /r 2 . At the distances of interest here, m bg r 1, the ratio is
2 is somewhere in the range 1 − 10 28 , there is every possibility that the chameleon force on a test mass can greatly exceed the Newtonian force, except in cases when λ A is exceedingly small.
The Chameleon Field Around a Cylindrical Source
We extend the discussion above to the case of a cylindrical source of density ρ cyl , radius R cyl and inifinite extent in the z direction. The equation of motion for the chameleon is
where r is now the radial position in cylindrical coordinates. The density profile is ρ(r) = ρ cyl Θ(R cyl − r) + ρ bg Θ(r − R cyl ). The solution to this equation is found by following the same steps that were taken to find the chameleon field around a spherical source. Far away from the cylinder the right hand side of equation (A22) is well approximated by m 2 bg (φ − φ bg ), where m bg and φ bg have been defined previously. This has solutions
where α and β are constants of integration and I 0 (x) and K 0 (x) are modified Bessel functions. To ensure that the field profile decays as r tends to infinity we set β = 0.
In the weakly perturbing case, the right hand side of equation (A22) is well approximated inside the cylinder by ρ cyl /M . The equation of motion then has the solution
where C and D are two more constants of integration. For this solution to be valid everywhere inside the cylinder it must be regular at the origin and therefore we require C = 0. Matching φ and φ in equations (A23) and (A24) at the surface of the cylinder r = R cyl we find:
where γ E is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Both of these expressions have been simplified by taking m bg R cyl 1. The weak perturbation is valid in the domain:
For the strongly perturbing solution the field reaches φ cyl ≡ φ min (ρ cyl ) within a radius S < R cyl . In this region we can approximate the right hand side of equation (A22) as m 2 cyl (φ − φ cyl ), where m cyl ≡ m min (ρ cyl ). Then the solution within r < S is
where E and F are integration constants and we set E = 0 to insure regularity at the origin. Just as in the spherical case this harmonic approximation is valid as long as φ − φ cyl φ cyl . Thus S is a radius such that φ(S) = φ cyl (1 + ) where < 1 is a suitably chosen constant. In the region S < r < R cyl , we can approximate the effective potential by the density term alone and therefore the field will have the form given by equation (A24).
We sew all of these parts of the solution together by ensuring that φ and φ are continuous at r = S and r = R cyl .
and the surface S is determined by:
Whether the cylinder is weakly or strongly perturbing, as we have just seen, the field outside it takes the form of
2M K 0 (m bg r) and the acceleration of a test object is
Here, the last step makes use of our usual approximation m bg r 1, and shows that the cylinder produces a 1/r force. In this limit we can also find simplified expressions for S and a φ using Eq. (A29)
Appendix B: The Chameleon Force Between two Extended Sources
In this Appendix we compute the force exerted by ball A on a test object, ball B, of mass M B , radius R B and density ρ B , this discussion was first presented in Reference [16] . We assume a hierarchy of masses and sizes, M B M A and R B R A , so that we can think of ball B as moving in a background field profile sourced by ball A. Working in Newtonian gauge, we write the perturbed metric as
The ball A sources a profile for the chameleon scalar field φ A ( x) and the gravitational potentials Φ A ( x) and Ψ A ( x). Ball B superimposes perturbations in these, that we assume are spherically symmetric about the centre of ball B. We centre our spatial coordinates on the position of ball B so that
In addition we assume that over the small volume of ball B, the fields sourced by ball A are adequately approximated using the constant and linear terms of a Taylor series:
This split between the fields due to ball A and the fields due to ball B need only make sense at the surface enclosing ball B across which we will shortly compute the momentum flux. We assume that the gravitational field profiles are sourced by the distribution of matter, with a negligible contribution from the energy density stored in the chameleon scalar field. We again make the assumption that the matter distribution is well approximated by a static, non-relativistic, perfect fluid, whose pressure is negligible compared with the density. The gravitational potentials around ball B are then
The chameleon potential sourced by ball B takes the form of equation (A18)
The momentum of ball B is
where V is the volume of the ball, 0 denotes a time index, and τ µν is the total energy momentum tensor of matter and gravity. This is defined by writing the Einstein equations as
where R (1) µκ is the part of the Ricci tensor which is first order in metric fluctuations.
Hence
where T (m) is the matter energy momentum tensor, T (φ) the scalar energy momentum tensor and G (2) µν is the part of the Einstein tensor which is not first order in the metric.
The force on ball B is equal to the rate of change of the momentum in equation (B10). Differentiating equation (B11) gives ∂ ν τ ν µ = 0, and so
where Roman indices span only space-like directions. The force on ball B is therefore
where the spherical surface S is just outside ball B and n is the unit vector normal to that surface. We now consider this integral in three parts corresponding to the three terms in equation (B13). First, T (m) ij is small outside the balls, so we neglect its contribution to the integral in equation (B16). Next we consider the chameleon contribution to the force. The tensor T (φ) is given by
and from equations (B4,B7 and B9)
Hence, to first order in the charge of ball B, (λ B M B /M ), the chameleon contribution to the force is
where we have neglected the contribution of the potential
(it is straightforward to check that this is a good approximation). When ball B is a small enough test particle that λ B = 1 this becomes the result anticipated by equation (A20) for the force due to the chameleon field.
Finally we need the gravitational contribution to the force in equation (B16). It can be shown (see, for example Reference [16] ) that
is large enough to satisfy L > Λ 
where φ bg is the scalar field at the centre of the chamber. The last term is the constant of integration that ensures that ∂φ/∂r = 0 at the centre of the chamber as required by symmetry. On integrating a second time, and recognising that the scalar field at the wall of the chamber is small compared with φ bg , we obtain
for the background value of the scalar field when The derivation of the chameleon field in the interior of the vacuum chamber in Appendix C relied on the assumptions that inside the walls of the chamber φ ≈ 0 and ∇φ ≈ 0. Perturbations sourced outside the vacuum chamber can therefore only affect what occurs inside if the perturbation can render one of these two assumptions invalid. To see how a perturbation in the exterior of the vacuum chamber affects these assumptions let us consider a vacuum chamber as a spherical shell of density ρ wall and exterior radius R. When the system is unperturbed we define a second radius S < R such that S is the largest radius where φ(S) = 0 and ∇φ(S) = 0. In the language of Appendix A if such a radius exists the vacuum chamber is a strongly perturbing object.
We now introduce a perturbation to the chameleon field in the exterior of the shell that has a constant gradient oriented along the z-direction; φ pert = αz = αr cos θ where we are working in the usual cylindrical coordinates. This is a good approximation to the external fields in a typical laboratory. Outside the vacuum chamber we will assume that the chameleon is sufficiently light that its mass can be neglected over laboratory distance scales. Therefore in the exterior of the shell the equation of motion for the chameleon is
In the region S < r < R the equation of motion becomes
We can solve equations (D1) and (D2) in terms of Legendre polynomials. By imposing that the field and its first derivative be continuous at r = R, that φ(S) = 0 and ∇φ(S) = 0, and that the field sourced by the vacuum chamber decays as r → ∞ we find that:
φ(r) = αr cos θ 1 + S 3 2r 3 + ρ wall 6M r r 3 + 2S 3 − 3R 2 r , S < r < R , 2(S 3 − R 3 ) , R < r .
In the absence of the perturbation α = 0 this reproduces the chameleon field profile around a strongly perturbing source given in equation (A15) under the assumption that φ A ≈ 0. Equation (D3) shows that if the surface S exists in the absence of a perturbation, it continues to exist at the same position in the presence of external perturbations. Therefore the derivation of the chameleon field in the interior of the vacuum chamber remains that discussed in Appendix C, and is unaffected by the exterior perturbation. Strongly perturbing objects screen their interior from perturbations in the exterior. This is closely analogous to the shielding of magnetic fields by a shell of highly permeable material, although equation (D3) differs from its electrostatic analogue because the density of the shell gives rise to a monopole in the exterior chameleon field profile that is absent when considering magnetic shielding. The fact that the exterior perturbations only penetrate a restricted distance into the interior of the shell, is analogous to skin depth effects in electrostatic shielding.
